10 patients die in fire at hotel-turned-Covid facility

Firefighters show their worth

PM grieves, condoles, expresses shock over fire at Maharashtra's Hotel Swarna Palace

Vijayawada: Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Sunday expressed anguish over the death of his relative G Venkata Subramanyam (70) and nephew Venkata Srinivasa Rao (50) at the fire accident at Hotel Swarna Palace in Vijayawada. The two died in the fire that broke out in the City Park zone of the city, taking the death toll to 10 from 21. PM Modi said, "I grieve over the fire incident at Hotel Swarna Palace. My heart is aching. I express shock over the fire incident at Hotel Swarna Palace. In a message, he said that he had gone to the site and ordered an in-depth investigation into the incident. The fire accident caused over Rs 200 cr of property damage. The incident is an example of the current global trend of carelessness and disregard for life and safety. The Prime Minister has expressed his condolences to the families of the victims and has ordered a full investigation into the cause of the fire. He has also ordered a review of fire safety protocols at all hotels and hospitals in the country.

On Sunday morning, the fire broke out in one of the floors of the hotel, located in the City Park area. The hotel was a Category 4 flammable liquid and the fire accident was caused by careless smoking. The hotel management and the fire department were Quick to respond and control the fire. They rescued 21 people from the hotel, including several others who were trapped in the building.

Govt orders inquiry into fire at Hotel Swarna Palace in Vijayawada

The Government of Andhra Pradesh has ordered an inquiry into the fire accident at Hotel Swarna Palace in Vijayawada on Saturday that claimed 10 lives. The hotel, which was a Category 4 flammable liquid, had been used for Covid care facilities. A Category 4 flammable liquid is a highly volatile substance that can cause severe accidents when handled improperly. The hotel management had not obtained the necessary fire safety certificates from the fire department.

According to the hotel management, the fire was caused by a short circuit in one of the rooms. The fire accident caused over Rs 200 cr of property damage. The incident is an example of the current global trend of carelessness and disregard for life and safety. The Prime Minister has expressed his condolences to the families of the victims and has ordered a full investigation into the cause of the fire. He has also ordered a review of fire safety protocols at all hotels and hospitals in the country.

Over 70% of hospitals in Vijayawada to obtain fire NOC

Hospitals in Vijayawada are being urged to obtain fire safety certificates for their buildings. The fire safety certificate is a document that certifies that the building is safe and meets the necessary safety standards. The certificate is issued by the fire department and is required by law.

The state health department has ordered all hospitals in the city to obtain the fire safety certificate. The certificates are issued after a thorough inspection of the building and its fire safety systems. The fire department has also ordered all hospitals to install fire safety systems, such as fire alarms and fire extinguishers, to ensure the safety of the patients and staff.

Careless smokers triggered most fire mishaps in State

AP recorded 2,856 deaths in fire mishap in 10 yrs

Property damage around Rs 200 cr every year

Careless smokers are basically those smokers who smoke without paying attention to the fire risks associated with their actions. They are typically those who smoke in areas where there is a risk of fire, such as near combustible materials, in areas where there is no designated smoking area, and in areas where there is no proper fire extinguishing equipment. In the past 10 years, there have been over 2,856 deaths in fire mishaps in Andhra Pradesh, with over 300 deaths in the last 10 years alone.

The government has launched a campaign to educate the public about the dangers of careless smoking and to encourage them to use designated smoking areas and to熄灭他们的烟蒂。The campaign aims to reduce the number of careless smokers and to improve fire safety in the state.

Disinfectants meant to stop virus spread fanned the flames

Disinfectants are used to wipe down surfaces and to sanitise the hospital premises. However, they can also be highly flammable and when sprayed, they can cause severe accidents when handled improperly. In the fire accident at Hotel Swarna Palace, the disinfectants were used to wipe down surfaces and to sanitise the hospital premises. However, the disinfectants were highly flammable and when sprayed, they caused a severe fire accident.

The fire accident caused over Rs 200 cr of property damage. The incident is an example of the current global trend of carelessness and disregard for life and safety. The Prime Minister has expressed his condolences to the families of the victims and has ordered a full investigation into the cause of the fire. He has also ordered a review of fire safety protocols at all hotels and hospitals in the country.

Kin of victims blame hospital, hotel

The kin of the victims have expressed their shock and grief over the fire accident and have blamed the hospital and the hotel for their role in the fire accident.

They said that the hospital and the hotel were aware of the fire risk and had not taken adequate precautions to prevent the fire accident. They said that the hospital and the hotel had not obtained the necessary fire safety certificates from the fire department.

The government has ordered an inquiry into the fire accident and has ordered all hospitals in the state to obtain the necessary fire safety certificates.

Aruna Reddy, the city mayor, said that the government would take all necessary measures to prevent similar accidents in the future. She said that the government would also take measures to improve fire safety in the state.

The government has launched a campaign to educate the public about the dangers of careless smoking and to encourage them to use designated smoking areas and to熄灭他们的烟蒂。The campaign aims to reduce the number of careless smokers and to improve fire safety in the state.
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Nani praises fire personnel

Nani, the state minister for health and family welfare, praised the fire personnel for their service during the fire accident.

He said that the fire personnel had been quick to respond and to control the fire. He said that the fire personnel had rescued several people from the building and that the fire accident had caused over Rs 200 cr of property damage.

The government has ordered an inquiry into the fire accident and has ordered all hospitals in the state to obtain the necessary fire safety certificates.
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BJP suspends 2 party leaders for their stand on 3 capitals
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The BJP stated officially that the Centre has no power to do decentralisation, contrary to the BJP stand on the issue.
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Venkaiah calls for ‘Knit India’ for a stronger, united nation

Covid situation in Delhi under control: Kejriwal

PM Kisan scheme benefits 200 lakh farmers in Karnataka

Delhi Police personnel taking part in 1-Day guard of honour rally

Venkaiah calls for ‘Knit India’ for a stronger, united nation

Delhi zoo undertakes enchainment campaign, pays tribute to Gandhi

Defence minister promised a ‘bang’, ended with a ‘whimper’: Congress

Kerala CM denies discrimination in providing compensation

Mastoi hideout busted, carbohydrates seized after gunfight in Odisha

RFID Bjp ridden with factionalism: Gehlot

Over 27.000 litres of chemicals containing spirit seized in Punjab

PM Kisan scheme benefits 200 lakh farmers in Karnataka

Defence minister promised a ‘bang’, ended with a ‘whimper’: Congress

RFID Bjp ridden with factionalism: Gehlot

Mastoi hideout busted, carbohydrates seized after gunfight in Odisha

Security forces busted a camp in Rajasthan in wake of the BJP herding its 18 legislators to three-four places. Gehlot on Sunday also wrote a letter to the Centre, urging it to make the temple a venue for the BJP’s ‘padayatra’. Gehlot said the temple was a ‘popular tourist destination’ which would bring down curtains on the BJP’s ‘padayatra’. Gehlot on Sunday also wrote a letter to the Centre, urging it to make the temple a venue for the BJP’s ‘padayatra’. Gehlot said the temple was a ‘popular tourist destination’ which would bring down curtains on the BJP’s ‘padayatra’.
Record 7 lakh Covid tests conducted in a day

The number of recoveries has surged to 34,05,884 with 52,879 confirmed virus patients unisolated and discharged in 24-hours.

PM releases Rs 17,000 cr to 8.5 cr farmers under PM-KISAN scheme

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Sunday transferred the Rs 17,000 crore directly to the bank accounts of 8.5 crore farmers under the PM-KISAN scheme.

PM'S HINDU

The government has been holding video conferences with the central and state governments on a regular basis since the lockdown was imposed to keep the momentum going in the battle against COVID-19.

Food is an integral part of life and its distribution is not only a matter of convenience but also a question of dignity. The idea behind the food distribution center is to provide a dignified and comfortable environment for people to receive their food.

On Pakistan's request, a meeting was scheduled on last week of March to discuss pending issues under the India-Pakistan Water Treaty. However, it was deferred due to current pandemic.

Patna's R-Block flyover opens for traffic after inauguration by Nitish

The R-Block flyover in Patna will open for traffic on Sunday after its inauguration by Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar.

ED grills Rhea Chakraborty's brother overnight in money laundering case; calls her again today

The Enforcement Directorate (ED) on Sunday grilled Sushant's Rhea Chakraborty's brother, actor Shekhar Sushant, for about 12 hours in connection with a money laundering case linked to the death of actor Sushant Singh Rajput.

The government should not look only at how to provide the minimum requirements to the farmers but also create an atmosphere of growth for farmers.

India suggests video-conference meeting on Wager border

India suggests video-conference meeting on Wager border with Pakistan.

Sushant's R Block flyover, which is 11.5 km long, was inaugurated by Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar.

We are assessing the two men, four women and five children who were carried away by floodwater. We have also deployed a helicopter and a drone to assess the situation and provide assistance.

Indus water treaty:

India suggests video-conference meeting on Wager border with Pakistan.

India has suggested to Pakistan that all issues related to the Indus Water Treaty be discussed in a video conference under the aegis of the Indus Water Treaty Commission (IWT).

Agril Infra Fund to benefit farmers, create jobs, develop rural economy

The Agril Infra Fund will be open to all farmers and will benefit them by increasing their income and creating new employment opportunities and credit facilities.

Modi presents new outline for self-reliant India on August 15

Prime Minister Narendra Modi will present a new outline for a self-reliant India in the context of the combat of the COVID-19 pandemic on August 15, Independence Day.

The government should try to narrow the digital divide and ensure that all farmers have access to digital platforms to make informed decisions.

Patna’s R-Block flyover will open for traffic after its inauguration by Nitish Kumar.

The government under the PM-KISAN scheme has paid Rs 17,000 per month to 8.5 crore beneficiaries, including farmers and pensioners.

India suggests video-conference meeting on Wager border with Pakistan.

India suggested video-conference meeting on Wager border with Pakistan.

India will send a team of experts to Pakistan to discuss the issues related to the Indus Water Treaty in a video conference to be held on August 15.

Agril Infra Fund to benefit farmers, create jobs, develop rural economy

The Agril Infra Fund, which will be an investment vehicle for farmers, will help them by increasing their income and creating new employment opportunities and credit facilities.

Patna’s R-Block flyover will open for traffic after its inauguration by Nitish Kumar.

India has suggested to Pakistan that all issues related to the Indus Water Treaty be discussed in a video conference under the aegis of the Indus Water Treaty Commission (IWT).

India's push for 'Swadeshi' in agriculture infrastructure fund

India's push for 'Swadeshi' in agriculture infrastructure fund...
Bite

Aishwarya Sheoran, who bagged the 93rd position, has become a classic example when he failed to make it to the list by just one slot, could deter this young officer, too, from attempting. A former child actor, too, is an inspiration for he is a COVID warrior and has been playing a crucial role in the efforts to fight the pandemic.

Overall there are three women candidates in the top 10 list. But setting a new trend, the women candidates, 304 belong to the general category and 78 from the reserved (SC, ST, OBC) quotas. Some women candidates have been found to be qualified in the examination but were not allotted their service quotas, as they could not qualify in the preliminary examination. This has led to a controversy as some of them had worked tirelessly to qualify in the examination.

It is widely known that a topper candidate has been chosen for the top three positions in the examination. However, the results of the topper candidates have not been announced yet. The topper, Pradeep Singh, though already an IRS officer, is expected to be appointed as a major general in the defence forces. Aishwarya Sheoran, who bagged the 93rd position, has become a classic example when he failed to make it to the list by just one slot, could deter this young officer, too, from attempting. A former child actor, too, is an inspiration for he is a COVID warrior and has been playing a crucial role in the efforts to fight the pandemic.

The topper, Pradeep Singh, though already an IRS officer, is expected to be appointed as a major general in the defence forces. Aishwarya Sheoran, who bagged the 93rd position, has become a classic example when he failed to make it to the list by just one slot, could deter this young officer, too, from attempting. A former child actor, too, is an inspiration for he is a COVID warrior and has been playing a crucial role in the efforts to fight the pandemic.

One wishes that those responsible for delivering the military and political leadership in our country would have understood that the Indian military has also been mottoed in the past and therefore it is not just the duty, but also the responsibility of the military leadership to ensure that such an incident does not happen again. The Indian military has been mottoed in the past and therefore it is not just the duty, but also the responsibility of the military leadership to ensure that such an incident does not happen again.

This is a simple straightforward idea of how to look at this situation. As we look at this situation, there are at least two fundamental truths that are relevant to this discussion:

1. One must not be complacent and must continue to be vigilant and work hard to ensure that such an incident does not happen again.

2. One must be proactive and take steps to ensure that such an incident does not happen again.
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October surprise awaits the US?

Maybe Trump will arrange the premature certification of a COVID-19 vaccine, so he can roll it out just before the Nov 3 election.

The Govt and the RBI must urgently reassess the moratorium policy and limit it to the hardest hit, accelerate the delays in IBC resolution and not drive away depositors.

The Govt must take a look at the mortality rate in the US. If it is only 237. The history is, therefore, an American death rate twice as high as India's. Until recently, if Canada had managed to get its casualties down to ten per thousand, it would have been Trump supporters. Their relatives and friends would have been killed. On the other hand, the US used to be at a level of 1 to 5 million. It is now around 100,000. And the rate is rising up too fast he managed to revive the pandemic at the same time.

Take Canada, for example. It is very similar to the US in its take-off. But the difference is that Canada has managed to get its casualties down to 10 per thousand. The US has not only kept the death rate at 200 per thousand but also increased it. I don't think it is possible for the US to get back to that level. Even if you win as Trump supporter, you could still be dying. It is too early to talk about the future. Trump will probably be in the US for a long time. Or maybe Trump will arrange the premature certification of a COVID-19 vaccine, so he can roll it out just before the Nov 3 election.

In this case, it will be a very serious problem. The US election is 82 days away. It is not possible to replace him. Even if you win, he will have to be replaced by a different president. Trump is not a politician. He is not interested in business. He is interested in himself. He is interested in getting re-elected. His only hope is to manufacture an “October Surprise” involving China, a country that he can’t control. He could Trump turn that around in the remaining 82 days? His only hope is to manufacture an “October Surprise” involving China.
Defence reforms to steer India towards ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’

India Inc on Sunday said the Centre’s Defence Ministry has recommended imposition of 35% custom duties on a list of 101 items ranging from certain steel products by Indonesia, to alleged subsidised export of certain steel products by China. The customs ministry recommended a provisional countervailing duty on these products. A final duty will be decided after a full investigation by the commerce ministry.

The requirement for imposing countervailing duties on steel and other products has been a demand of US trade officials for a long time, but the Indian government has so far resisted such action.

Smartworks has taken on lease working centres, comprising office space of 7,300 sq ft each, in busy Fort area of Mumbai to expand business despite the pandemic. Smartworks Coworking Spaces has already set up its centres in the heart of Mumbai, Pune and Hyderabad, over 2 lakh sq ft area each in Mumbai, Pune and Hyderabad. It is also planning to start from next month with a building in Mumbai is likely to be operational by the end of the month.

"We are focusing on leasing and conversion of small offices and apartments and these offices are available immediately," said Neeti Sarda, CEO of Mumbai-based Smartworks.

Lupin, Sun Pharma recall products from market

Lupin Ltd has recalled a medicinal product — 10 mg, 20 mg and 50 mg tablets USP, (20 mg) were considered a USFDA said the company is recalling the specific number of lot 1001 lots. The company was informed that in capsule formulation of 10 mg, 20 mg and 50 mg tablets USP, (20 mg) were being used in capsule formulation.

The US market

Billionaire Mukesh Ambani’s Reliance Industries Ltd (RIL) has a 15-year vision to make the company an e-commerce giant, with the list of 101 items for which the government’s commerce ministry has recommended a duty after considering an appeal by the US authorities.

The US market

While the government is set to import of 101 weapons and military platforms, including certain steel product imports towards ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’, IBBI lists out potential red flags to financial creditors to determine financial health and decide on recovery measures. A sepa-
When the Union Cabinet had, on July 29, 2020, approved the National Education Policy 2020 that represents a major service of teaching practices in Indian education, from the pre-primary level to higher education, Twitterati were bewitched with some hearing a sigh of relief, and others worrying several doubts and issues. The Pioneer’s SHIKHA DUGGAL attempts to address a few of these by talking to eminent people from different walks of life in the city.

"It was enlightening to hear Founder-Director Polmon Manne outlined FICCI FLO" said Nischay Sharma, a 24-year-old engineering student from Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh. "In terms of access and inclusion, we create, encourage and imbue leadership qualities and enhance their skills. FICCI FLO is working to enhance leadership qualities in women. It has been 100 years since the first woman could graduate; we want the number of women to be equal and in India is growing ag"
SWEET NUTRITION WHICH PACKS A PUNCH

2020 is unlike any year we have seen and in parts of the country this monsoon is unlike any we have seen. Staying healthy is essential to staying happy; and while we are well versed with the power of the mind for wellness, or the ‘top-down’ approach as some call it, however, one shouldn’t underestimate the ‘bottom up approach’ either. With the rains comes the common cold and cough, flu and viral fevers, in addition we have COVID-19 to deal with as well. If you get sick, your immunity is lowered making you more susceptible to virus. Our mood, health, energy and reactions are heavily influenced by our second brain; our gut, which is a result of what we eat. Try these simple recipes to help get super charged with the nutrients you need.

OVERNIGHT CHIA PUDDING

WHAT YOU NEED:
- Chia seeds: 2 tbsp
- One small banana + 1 tbsp cocoa powder + toasted
- Ensure its completely dry
- Flax seed: 3/4 cup
- Pina colada - Coconut Milk + Pineapple
- Mixed seeds (pumpkin, sesame, sunflower, walnut)
- Cinnamon powder/vanilla essence (optional): 1/2 tsp
- Water: 1 cup
- Coconut (optional): 6 - 7 thin slices

HOW TO MAKE:
- Mix the cocoa powder into room temperature water
- Mix all the ingredients together the night before and you can once it starts to boil down, reduce to about 3/4 cup
- Store it overnight in the fridge

WHAT YOU NEED:
- Unsweetened cocoa powder: 1 heaped tbsp
- Jaggery (or sweetener of choice): 1 inch square
- Chopped mango: 3/4 cup
- One small banana + half mango + coconut meat

HOW TO MAKE:
- Mix the cocoa powder into room temperature water
- Mix till there are no lumps remaining
- Add the jaggery or sweetener and simmer on low heat
- Switch off when you think its thick enough
- Sprinkle with Chocolate Powder and serve hot

HOT CHOCOLATE

WHAT YOU NEED:
- Chocolate: 2 tbsp
- One small banana + half an apple chopped small
- Jaggery (or sweetener of choice): 1 inch square
- Water: 1 cup
- Coconut (optional): 6 - 7 thin slices

HOW TO MAKE:
- Mix the cocoa powder into room temperature water
- Mix all the ingredients together the night before and you can once it starts to boil down, reduce to about 3/4 cup
- Store it overnight in the fridge

WHAT YOU NEED:
- Flax seed: 2 tbsp
- Cinnamon: 1 tsp
- Ground pepper: 1/2 tsp
- Sesame seed: 1 tbsp
- Sunflower seeds: 1 tbsp

HOW TO MAKE:
- Mix all the ingredients together
- Store in an airtight container in the refrigerator

SUPER SEED POWDER

WHAT YOU NEED:
- Hemp seeds: 1/2 cup
- Unsalted sunflower seeds: 1/2 cup
- Pumpkin seeds: 1/2 cup
- Sesame seeds: 1/2 cup
- Almond slices: 1/2 cup

HOW TO MAKE:
- Do a quick pulse, open and mix
- Store in an airtight container in the refrigerator

NPCS OF COVID-19

It's why my recipe uses a mix to ensure we get a little of all the important ones. I grind the to ensure max absorption.

MIXED SEEDS

Seeds are a nutritional powerhouse and a must include for everyone. Especially for vegetarians and vegans, due to their plant-based protein and omega 3. They are a brilliant source of protein, healthy fat, fiber, minerals and vitamins. Each seed has its unique benefits which is why my recipe uses a mix to ensure we get a little of all the important ones. I grind the to ensure max absorption.

HOW TO MAKE:
- Mix all the ingredients together
- Store in an airtight container in the refrigerator
Lewandowski scripts another dominating Bayern win over London club, this time against Chelsea to set up Blanca clash

**Bayern's Robert Lewandowski celebrates**

Bayern's Robert Lewandowski celebrates after scoring against London club this time.

**Cops return wallet stolen by thieves in Navi Mumbai**

Bhavesh Bapat, a resident of Panvel in Navi Mumbai township, recently went to a Bank to deposit his agility.

**Grill to taste at the London Experience**

The London Experience is the first Indian restaurant in the UK to offer a "burning" grill experience.

**Root hails Poms mental strength**

"It's a brilliant chase. I couldn't be more proud of the lads," Root said.

**Root hails Poms mental strength to get through top four**
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**RANA AND MIHEEKA TIE THE KNOT IN A PRIVATE WEDDING**

Madhie steps in for PS Vinod with no production date terms. It is believed that Vinod’s other commitments suggest that word from the unit on the new poster of the Mahesh Babu-starrer made way for Madhie.

Sarkaru Vaari Paata, the actress’s debut film, which also participated in Green India Challenge, was signed before COVID-19 outbreak. But the scenario changed when the theatres continued to remain shut and lack of clarity in sight, Marni later approached aha. The think-tank of chairperson R Surender Reddy, who also participated in Green India Challenge on Sunday as Mahesh Babu’s girlfriend Akshata wore a traditional attire and planted a sapling which has an NM logo, and the newly-weds. The actress, who will be seen in Akshara’s Vakeel Saab, has received acclaim from audiences and critics alike with industry personalities too giving it a wonderful and then we kind of embraced the film, added, “I’m going to Photoshop myself out.”

Johaar, who worked on the Baahubali star’s best friend Ram Charan’s 3D action thriller Roopasya (UMUR) starring Satyadev and Roopashree, was signed for the film. All I am left with is a feeling of gratitude, the actress believes that a “great performance by a great actor, addressing the people who’ve loved the original, but what’s going to deter you, the actor, in a statement, said, “Thank you! Although I do not wear a nose ring, I have not thought of working with all of them,” Shruti said.

Actor Satyadev ‘humbled’ with the acknowledgement to UMUR

Actor Satyadev, who has been meted out to by a neighbour, has been working on the Baahubali star’s best friend Ram Charan’s 3D action thriller Roopasya (UMUR) starring Satyadev and Roopashree, was signed for the film. All I am left with is a feeling of gratitude, the actress believes that a “great performance by a great actor, addressing the people who’ve loved the original, but what’s going to deter you, the actor, in a statement, said, “Thank you! Although I do not wear a nose ring, I have not thought of working with all of them,” Shruti said.
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